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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIASUNDAY, APRIL 10
“Father, forgive them; for 
they do not know what they 
are doing” (Luke 23:34).

It might seem strange to ponder the crucifixion on Palm Sunday. The crowd’s triumphal cheers for Jesus 
the king ring hollow when we look ahead to the cross. Yet the gospel writers insist that the cross is in fact a 
coronation. Jesus wears a crown (of thorns). People proclaim him king (mockingly). He is high and lifted up 
(unto his death). The cross is indeed a scandal to our expectations. This is what it looks like when God is king.

It is beyond doubt that Jesus bears the cross in pain. What is remarkable, however, is that in his suffering, 
he sees the suffering of others. According to tradition, his first word is forgiveness. He does not say to the 
crowd, “I forgive you”—as we sometimes say condescendingly in a selfish attempt to claim the higher ground. 
Instead, he prays with compassion for the people. They do not know what they are doing. Their actions 
betray a deeper wound that needs healing, whether it be hatred of what is different, fear of what is unknown, 
or simply lust for control. More than anything, the people need God’s loving care in their lives.

The real scandal of the cross is not that it shows us our king at his most human. The real scandal is that it 
shows us our king at his most divine. The cross reveals Christ as savior—not through might and muscle and 
getting his own way, but through something more powerful, something we hear in his labored last breaths: 
“Father, forgive them.” 

Compassionate God, help us to see the world as you do. Even from the depths of our pain, may your 
healing love break into the world. 
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIAMONDAY, APRIL 11
“Truly I tell you, today you 
will be with me in Paradise” 
(Luke 23:43).

Meditating on the seven last words may risk the impression that Jesus spends his time on the cross stoically 
selecting words of promise and wisdom to utter for our eternal edification. His second saying, however, 
shatters this notion. Paradoxically, this saying reveals Jesus’ silence. It shows that on the cross, Jesus not 
only speaks; he listens. 

The criminals beside him are facing up to their certain death. One cynically calls for Jesus to save himself and 
them too. The other accepts his fate. He only asks that Jesus remember him. Jesus has been quiet, listening. 
Apparently, he is not absorbed in his own fate. Assured of God’s love and presence, he is able to share this 
assurance with others. 

I remember once encountering a man having a severe seizure on the sidewalk. A small crowd had gathered 
around to help. One woman, a nurse, gathered a clump of soft clothing to place under his head, which was 
bleeding. She kept her hand on him as we waited for an ambulance, and she gently repeated these words, 
“You’re not alone. You’re going to be okay.” I wondered, “How does she know he’s going to be okay?” Now I 
understand. Her words were but an echo of Jesus’ words. Whatever happens, we are never alone. Nothing 
can separate us from God’s loving care.

God who hears our cries, assure us anew of your steadfast love and presence, so that we might echo this 
good news on our sidewalks and beyond. 
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIATUESDAY, APRIL 12
“My God, my God, why 
have you forsaken me?” 
(Mark 15:34).

For many of us, faith makes life better. It assures us we are beautiful and beloved children of God. It redeems 
our past and gives us hope for the future. It draws us into a community of care and support. With faith, life 
just fits together easier. It clicks.

Until it doesn’t. Without warning, we lose a loved one. Or a dear friend betrays us. Or our motivation and 
inspiration inexplicably desert us. Suddenly, life does not make sense. No matter how much we pray, no 
matter how many sympathy cards or embraces we receive, there is an emptiness within us.

Because faith seemed to fix our life before, we might feel it should fix our life again. Therefore, we might 
respond to our emptiness in one of two ways. Some of us might deny the emptiness and insist that God is 
with us and in control, even though this couldn’t be further from the truth of our emptiness. Others of us 
might accept the emptiness and deny God. We simply conclude that our faith was an illusion in the first place. 
It couldn’t stand up to the real test.

On the cross, Jesus feels the very same emptiness that we do. His response is astonishing. He prays his 
emptiness. That is, he accepts his emptiness even as he accepts God’s presence. He accepts what seem like 
opposites. How? Perhaps at the same time that he expresses his sense of abandonment, he abandons his old 
sense of God. Perhaps he is relinquishing an idea of God for the reality of God. What on the surface seems like 
a moment of godlessness is in fact an even deeper expression of faith.

Holy God, help us to be honest about the hard realities of our life, so that our faith might be rooted and 
grounded not in our own ideas but in the inscrutable reality of your love. 
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIAWEDNESDAY, APRIL 13
“Woman, here is your son. . . . 
Here is your mother” (John 19:26).

For many of us, faith makes life better. It assures us we are beautiful and beloved children of God. It redeems 
our past and gives us hope for the future. It draws us into a community of care and support. With faith, life 
just fits together easier. It clicks.

Until it doesn’t. Without warning, we lose a loved one. Or a dear friend betrays us. Or our motivation and 
inspiration inexplicably desert us. Suddenly, life does not make sense. No matter how much we pray, no 
matter how many sympathy cards or embraces we receive, there is an emptiness within us.

Because faith seemed to fix our life before, we might feel it should fix our life again. Therefore, we might 
respond to our emptiness in one of two ways. Some of us might deny the emptiness and insist that God is 
with us and in control, even though this couldn’t be further from the truth of our emptiness. Others of us 
might accept the emptiness and deny God. We simply conclude that our faith was an illusion in the first place. 
It couldn’t stand up to the real test.

On the cross, Jesus feels the very same emptiness that we do. His response is astonishing. He prays his 
emptiness. That is, he accepts his emptiness even as he accepts God’s presence. He accepts what seem like 
opposites. How? Perhaps at the same time that he expresses his sense of abandonment, he abandons his old 
sense of God. Perhaps he is relinquishing an idea of God for the reality of God. What on the surface seems like 
a moment of godlessness is in fact an even deeper expression of faith.

Holy God, help us to be honest about the hard realities of our life, so that our faith might be rooted and 
grounded not in our own ideas but in the inscrutable reality of your love. 
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIATHURSDAY, APRIL 14
“Father, into your hands 
I commend my spirit” 
(Luke 23:46).

This saying completes a remarkable turnaround. Before, Jesus felt forsaken, utterly alone (Mark 15:34). Now, 
his speech is filled with relationship, with talk of mothers, sons, and fathers. Now, he sees family all around 
him. This is what it looks like when love defies death, insisting that no one is alone.

Some scholars have suggested that Jesus’ prayer, which originates in Psalm 31:5, was in fact taught as a 
bedtime prayer for Jewish children. Here, however, Jesus prays it as an adult. Maybe this is what it means to 
become like a little child (cf. Matt 18:3). It means a simple, childlike trust in God, no matter the circumstances.

Indeed, Jesus makes it clear he is like a child. He adds one word to the prayer from the psalm: “Father.” He 
has addressed God this way elsewhere, but here is where the rubber really meets the road. Here, Jesus is 
truly powerless like a little child. And here, he shows us what faith really is. It is not trust in a God of power and 
control, but rather trust in a God of love, who never leaves our side.

Abba, Amma, even though the world should change, we will not fear, for you are with us.
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIAFRIDAY, APRIL 15
“I am thirsty” 
(John 19:28).

Throughout his life, Jesus declared that anyone thirsty for life would find it in the good news of God’s love. 
“Those who drink of the water that I will give them will never be thirsty” (John 4:14; cf. 6:35; 7:37). 

On the cross, Jesus’ tune seems to have changed. “I am thirsty.” What has happened? Has the river of life run 
dry? 

Thirst is a curious thing. On the one hand, it means the absence of water. On the other hand, it is an absence 
that demands presence. It demands water. Thirst is a “yes” that dwells defiantly in the land of “no.”

“I am thirsty.” With his life draining away, Jesus cries out, “Yes!” to life. In the beginning, God saw that life was 
good. At the end, Jesus declares so too, “Yes, life is good. Yes, I want more of it.” Is it any surprise? Jesus 
could never conceal his love for this life. When he told stories, all he could talk about was this life: the serenity 
of birds, the beauty of wild flowers, the sun and the rain that fall on us all; children who dance and play flutes, 
brothers and bridesmaids, weddings and feasts. On the cross, Jesus was not looking forward to heaven. 
He was insisting that heaven had come to earth—was this not his life’s prayer? (Matt 6:10). He was insisting, 
despite all appearances, that this life already contains all the goodness of God’s love.

“I am thirsty.” Yes, life is good. Yes, I want more of it.

God of abundant life, fill us with the thirst of Christ, that we may seek the goodness of life everywhere and 
proclaim the good news of your love even in the darkest of times.
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIASATURDAY, APRIL 16
“It is finished” 
(John 19:30).

Jesus accomplishes a lot in the months and years before his crucifixion. He teaches, tells stories, travels, 
eats with many people, heals the sick, challenges the authorities, weeps, consoles the grieving, and calls 
the dead back to life. Jesus has done a lot. But in the days before his crucifixion, the tide turns. He no longer 
does things. Things are done to him. He is arrested, imprisoned, led before leaders, whipped, crowned with 
thorns, made to carry a cross, stripped of his clothes, nailed to the wood, and mocked. In Christian tradition, 
the name for this—Jesus’ “passion”—refers precisely to his passive state, his suffering and submission to 
forces beyond his control. 

The mystery of the cross is that Jesus proclaims fulfillment—“It is finished”—not after his own achievement or 
accomplishment but after having been thoroughly overpowered and hung up to die. If truth be told, he looks 
like a failure. How is this a fulfillment of anything? It is perhaps a fitting question to ask on Holy Saturday when 
all we know is the death and absence of our Lord Jesus Christ. What good got accomplished on that cross?

Our world seeks fulfillment in results and returns, profits and the bottom line. The cross proclaims something 
radically different: love. Love is fulfilled simply by having given itself for others, come what may. What 
happens after love gives itself, is out of love’s hands. What happens next might be the end of things. No 
matter. Love stops at nothing. 

Loving God, fill us with the courage of Christ to love, especially when there is no guarantee of return.
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIASUNDAY, APRIL 17
“You will see him” 
(Mark 16:7).

All four gospels proclaim the good news that love has no end, that even death is powerless against it. All four 
gospels proclaim the resurrection of Jesus. But not one shows us the resurrection, the moment when Jesus 
stirs, arises, and leaves the tomb. Instead of showing us the resurrection of Jesus, the gospels show us the 
recognition of Jesus. 

In ancient storytelling, recognition scenes were often the story’s dramatic climax. In the gospels, it is no 
different. There are the two Marys brought to their knees in wonder and worship (Matt 28:9); there are the 
Emmaus travelers whose hearts are suddenly set aflame (Luke 24:32); there is Simon Peter jumping into the 
sea, unable to contain himself (John 21:7). The joy of the disciples practically leaps off the page.

The gospels don’t show us the resurrection. They show us many resurrections. When the disciples recognize 
the risen Lord, they are risen themselves. It is almost as though the gospels are saying that Christ’s 
resurrection means nothing if it does not fill us with new life too (cf. 2 Cor 5:17).

There is, however, one curious exception. The gospel of Mark contains no recognition scene. Its story simply 
ends with an empty tomb—and a messenger’s invitation to go look for the risen Jesus in Galilee. “There you 
will see him.” Perhaps it is an invitation meant for the reader more than anyone else. Christ is risen! Go, look, 
you will see him. He is risen for you too.

God of undying love, open our eyes to see the risen Christ in our world, and in him all the world risen.
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BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIAHOMILETIC  
BACKGROUND AND 
COMMENTARY:
Palm Sunday and 
Easter Sermons 

The stories of Palm Sunday and Easter may be read as mirror opposites. Palm Sunday tells a story that begins 
in triumph and ends in tears. The crowd expects a conquering hero, but days later he is hanging on a cross. 
Easter tells a story that begins in tears and ends in triumph. The disciples expect to grieve at the burial site, 
but instead they find an empty tomb and new life. The drama of Holy Week is one long merry-go-round of 
expectations that are continually reversed. Our messages on Palm Sunday and Easter are opportunities to 
invite our listeners into the very same drama, one in which our own lives might be overturned anew by the 
living God.

In the gospel text for Palm Sunday (Luke 19:28-40), the people’s expectation for Jesus is clear. They 
welcome him as a messianic king. The scene is overflowing with regal imagery and allusions. The colt that 
carries Jesus recalls Zechariah’s prophecy of a triumphant and victorious king entering Jerusalem on a colt 
(Zech 9:9). His path from the Mount of Olives to Jerusalem evokes the scene of another messianic prophecy 
from Zechariah, in which God intervenes in a final battle and saves Jerusalem from its assailants (Zech 14:4). 
The people’s spreading of cloaks before Jesus echoes a traditional Israelite practice of welcoming a new king 
(2 Kgs 9:13). Jesus’ royal reception is put beyond all doubt in the people’s proclamation, “Blessed is the king 
who comes in the name of the Lord!” (Luke 19:38). (This declaration is itself adapted from Psalm 118, which 
was likely a liturgical accompaniment to a king’s enthronement in ancient Israel. This psalm is also the Old 
Testament text for Palm Sunday; its reading in worship may help further recreate the aura in which Jesus was 
received as king.)

The crowd’s reception of Jesus reveals their heart. They expect a king who will prevail over the oppressive 
forces of their world and establish a reign of peace and prosperity. Earlier in the gospel, the disciples exhibit a 
similar expectation. When Peter declares Jesus to be the Messiah (Luke 9:20), Jesus immediately sets about 
redefining the disciples’ expectations, insisting that the Messiah will undergo suffering and death (9:21-22). 
Twice more he repeats these details (9:44-45; 18:31-34). Each time the disciples cannot comprehend what 
he means. A Messiah that does not defeat the bad guys simply does not make sense. In short, everyone in the 
gospel expects Jesus to be a hero, a winner, a fixer. Our message on Palm Sunday is an opportunity to reflect 
on the ways that we might share this expectation. What do we expect from God in our own lives, in the world 

(Luke 19:28-40; John 20:1-18)
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around us? Do we sometimes confuse God with getting our own way? Do we expect God to give us victory 
over the bad guys, whether they be political opponents or warring nations or simply a personal enemy? If so, 
Palm Sunday may offer a humbling reminder that God’s victory looks very different than ours. The people 
expected a Christ of control but got a Christ on the cross.

The gospel text for Easter (John 20:1-18) presents a vividly personal account of the resurrection. If it were 
made into a film, the camera would primarily follow the perspective of Mary Magdalene, with whom the scene 
begins and ends. In the morning “while it was still dark,” we go with Mary to the tomb (John 20:1). Why so 
early? Perhaps her grief is such that she cannot even sleep. Upon finding the tomb empty, we run back with 
Mary to Peter and the other disciple. She blurts out her worst fear, namely that Jesus’ body is missing. After 
Peter and the disciple examine the tomb for themselves and depart, we remain with Mary at the tomb, where 
wracked with grief she weeps and weeps (John 20:11, 13, 15). Her tears mingle with her fear, as she repeats 
to the angel and then to Jesus himself her dread that the body has been stolen. Why does she not recognize 
Jesus? Some readers suggest Jesus’ appearance has changed. Another possibility is simply that Mary’s tears 
and fear obscure reality. She is living in the nightmare of her grief. Everything changes, however, the moment 
that Jesus says her name (John 20:16). 

Mary’s tears tell a deeply human and relatable story. Her expectations had been shattered. Jesus, the 
Messiah, did not defeat the bad guys. On the contrary, they defeated him. The Romans and their puppet 
rulers had won. The cross crushed the idea that Jesus would become king and prevail over the oppressive 
forces of his day. Our message on Easter is an opportunity to ponder how Mary’s and the disciples’ 
experience might be our own. Where have our own expectations been shattered? Where have we tasted 
defeat? Maybe it is in our helplessness amid a loved one’s pain. Maybe it is our powerlessness over an 
addiction. Maybe it is the deep loss of a family member or dear friend. Whatever it is, Mary’s sudden joy 
proclaims the good news that these nightmares are not the final reality. They might not be vanquished in the 
easy way that we wish (the cross stands ever as a reminder of that), but there is a love that has the power 
to redeem them. The good news of Easter, in other words, is not that Jesus has returned to resume a fight 
against the Romans and the rest of the world. The good news is that his love endures forever and has the 
power to redeem all things, even death and defeat.

One way to give this good news flesh is to tell a story of resurrection from our own world, maybe even our 
own lives. For some listeners, it will perhaps be scandalous to consider the proclamation of a resurrection 
other than Jesus’. But that is the scandalously good news of Easter. Jesus’ resurrection is not simply an 
isolated incident in history but a power that is renewing all creation (2 Cor 5:17). Resurrection is happening 
everywhere. It is happening in church basements, where 12-Step gatherings invite individuals into God’s 
healing grace. It is happening in soup kitchens, where hearts are warmed by a sense of belonging and 
fellowship. It is happening in humble ministries inside and outside the church, wherever God’s love inspires 
new life. This year, consider telling a story from one of these places. Consider telling the story of how a 
resurrection really feels.1

1 This phrasing originates from the song, “How a Resurrection Really Feels,” written by Craig Finn and performed by his band The Hold Steady.  Telling the story of 
a young girl who has struggled with drugs but found recovery through a local 12-Step Program, the song depicts her entrance into church on Easter morning: “The 
priest just kind of laughed.  The deacon caught a draft.  She crashed into the Easter mass with her hair done up in broken glass.  She was limping left on broken 
heels, when she said, ‘Father, can I tell your congregation how a resurrection really feels?’”
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